
 
Dear Friends, 
 
The growing season is underway, and we’ve got exciting news about the farmers who will be 
growing your crop this year. As word continues to spread about Grow Hope and what your 
acres are accomplishing, new farmers have offered land to the project this season. We're happy 
to welcome four new farmers to Grow Hope in 2018, and we'd like to introduce them now! 
 
Bernie and Audrey Brandt run Tiny Creek Farms, a mixed farm near Blumenort. They farm 
chickens, hogs and a variety of crops. Bernie and Audrey are excited about the opportunity 
Grow Hope provides to connect urban partners with growing resources that will support 
hungry people. The Brandts are contributing acres from a canola field near Ste. Anne. 
 
H & M Farms is a family owned operation based in Altona, with fields in the Altona, 
Petersfield and Austin areas. H & M Farms is growing pinto beans on a field just outside of 
Altona for Grow Hope this season. 

Silverwinds Colony is a Hutterite community of 
approximately 100 people near Sperling. They 
were introduced to Grow Hope through Crystal 
Spring Colony’s farm manager Jerry Waldner. 
Silverwinds Colony will be contributing wheat. 
 
Robert and Ellen Stevenson run a family farm in 
the Rivers/Kenton area. The grow seed grain and 
run a commercial seed cleaning operation. The 
Stevensons will be growing canola for Grow 
Hope this season. 

 
Return farmers include Grant and Colleen Dyck of Artel Farms in Niverville and Crystal 
Spring Colony near Ste. Agathe.  
 
At the end of the 2017 season, Grant said, “We’re very blessed to live in the developed world 
and a lot of our challenges are first world problems. We want to be able to contribute to the 
fight against global hunger in any way we can. It’s humbling to be a part of Grow Hope, 
knowing where the proceeds will go.” Artel Farms is contributing soy beans in their fourth 
year as a Grow Hope farmer. 
 

Audrey and Bernie Brandt of Tiny Creek Farms. 



 
Jerry and Linda Waldner of Crystal Spring 
Colony joined a Canadian Foodgrains Bank 
learning tour to Ethiopia earlier this year. 
Jerry and Linda were inspired and, in turn, 
inspired their community to give more this 
season because of the impact they saw in the 
food projects they visited. Linda reflected on 
their experience saying, “When you see what 
you give, it helps but you feel like you should 
do more.” Crystal Spring is contributing 
wheat in their second year as a Grow Hope 
farmer. 
 
Thanks to those of you who have already sponsored farmland this year. If you haven’t yet, it’s 
not too late to sign up! You can join us at mccmb.ca/growhope or by calling 204-261-6381. 
 
We’ll be in touch throughout the summer to let you know how the crops are doing and the 
difference your farmland makes. We hope you’ll appreciate this connection to the land you’ve 
sponsored and find this a valuable opportunity to reflect on food, faith and hunger.  
 
Thanks again for growing hope with us. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ed Barkman for MCC 
 
Ps. If you would prefer to receive these Grow Hope updates by email, please let us know at 
manitoba@mccmb.ca or by calling 204-261-6381. 
 

Edward Wollman, farm manager at Silverwinds Colony. 
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